
Mik Artistik’s Ego Trip Edgy, funny, poetic unit playing rock and roll 
stand up. Chaos ensues onstage with Mik spouting random 
observations, and following his train of thought into the audience. 
Jonny Flockton and Benson Walker on guitar and bass dutifully try 
and rein him in, creating a joyous, funky, and elegant, backdrop. 
Saturday 05/11 /2016 8.30pm Tickets : £10 adv /£12 otd.   Doors 8pm.   

 

UK Jewish International Film Festival - The 90 Minute War 
Directed by veteran Israeli director Eyal Halfon, the film offers a 
thought-provoking take on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and an 
ingenious plan for a resolution : a football match. 2015, Israel, 83 mins, 

subtitles. Sunday 06/11/2016  3pm Tickets : £7 / £6 conc.  

Seven Live – November This month with King Courgette playing 
bluegrass; singer songwriter, James Carson; and The Graham 
Browning Trio with witty, dark, romantic songs. Plus fine musicians, 
Joe kemp and Tracey Nicoholls. Wednesday 09/10/2016  8pm Tickets : 

£6 otd.  

 

South Asian Arts UK – Outside Inside – Josh Feinberg Acclaimed 
North American sitarist and the ‘Son of Lahore’ Shahbaz Hussain’s 
tabla team presents Indian Classical music on a Mid-November 
evening. The unique combination of Sitar and Tabla sound evolves 
and transcends both physical and spiritual boundaries. Thursday 

10/11/2016  7.30pm Tickets : £12 / £8 

A diverse selection of 
interesting and 

entertaining films from 
all over the world 

Please see our Screen 
Seven Film Programme 
or check our website for 

details. 
Mondays  8pm Tickets :  

£6 /£5 conc

Test your general 
knowledge in a relaxed 

atmosphere - a great 
way to end the weekend 

with friends.  
With our resident 
quizmaster Roger 

Hunter.  
Sundays  8pm Tickets: 

Free with £1 raffle 

The Jacquelyn Hynes Trio A fusion of music from the Celtic, Arabic, 
Scandinavian and English traditions, with a depth of expression that 
combines mesmeric and beautiful sound with a solid contemporary 
feel. Joined tonight by Irish singer-songwriter J Eoin, along with the 
dynamic Tunisian percussionist, Zinga Rabhi. Friday 11/11/2016  8pm 

Tickets : £8 adv / £10 otd 

 

 

Pipeline Theatre – Spillikin : A Love Story It’s the ’70s. Sally likes 
Debbie Harry, Raymond likes making robots; they’re an unlikely 
pair. Flash forward to 2030. After a long, childless and sometimes 
bumpy marriage, Sally has Alzheimers. Before Raymond died he 
created a robot, uploaded with his memories, to keep her company. 
But as Sally’s mind fades, will the robot be more of a comfort or a 
threat? Saturday 12/11/2016 8pm Tickets : £10 adv / £12 otd.  

 

Sunday Jazz – Laura Jurd’s ‘Dinasour’ Led by multi-award-winning 
trumpeter and composer Laura Jurd, “Dinasour” play music 
influenced by a wealth of musical traditions including folk, 
minimalism and rock music. These four powerhouse musicians of 
their generation never fail to create seismic shifts. Sunday  
13/11/2016  1.30pm –4pm. Tickets : £10 /£8 conc Kids under 16 free. 

 

 

LIFF30 on Tour – Leeds Short Film Audience Award  This year’s 
contestants include mad flash mob saga MeTube 2 and the latest 
from A Town Called Panic. Plus unsettling, dark short I Follow You, 
which is uncomfortably close to real life. Sunday  13/11/2016.  6.30 -

7.30pm. Tickets :  Free from LIFF30 website.  

 

LIFF30 on Tour – Mali Blues Mali Blues is a musical journey, 
discovering the country’s rich musical culture and the threat posed 
by radical Islamists who had recently attempted to outlaw music 
under strict Sharia Law. Dir: Lutz Gregor, 2016, Germany, 1hr 30min 

Sunday 13/11/2016  8pm Tickets : £6.50 / £5.50 conc from  LIFF30 website. 

 

UK Jewish International Film Festival – Midnight Orchestra A Wall 
Street trader, son of a celebrated Moroccan Jewish singer, arranges 
to meet his ageing father in Casablanca. This begins a journey to 
discover why his father left Morocco suddenly years ago and the 
legacy of what he left behind. Dir: Jérôme Cohen-Olivar, 2016, 1hr 

42mins, subtitles. Tuesday 15/11/2016  7.30pm. Tickets : £7 / £6 conc. 

 

Wildgoose Theatre – Gates of Gold by Frank McGuinness The play 
presents a fictional account of the founders of the legendary Gate 
theatre in Dublin. Here we see them presented as Gabriel and 
Conrad theatrical and life partners for over 30 years. But now 
Gabriel is dying and the pair re-evaluate their lives, love and legacy. 
Wednesday  16/11/2016   7.30pm Tickets : £10 adv  £12/ £10 otd. 

 



 

 

 
 

Seven Jazz – Jim Rattigan’s ‘Pavillon’ Playing all original music, 
French Horn player Jim Rattigan’s 12 piece ensemble Pavillon will 
take us through two sets combining fantastic musicianship and 
improvising by some of the most highly-respected names on the UK 
and international jazz and improvised music scenes. Thursday  

17/11/2016  8pm Tickets : £20 /£18 conc. Doors 7.30pm. 

 

 

 
Bollywood Jazz Project Virtuoso jazz musicianship meets the 
technicolour drama of Bollywood for a journey through cinematic 
sound. Our route winds from Madan Mohan to AR Rahman, the cool 
jazz vibe under the masterly control of Supriya Nagarajan and 
musicians from the Fruit Tree Project. Friday  18/11/2016   8pm 
Tickets : £10 /£7 conc   

 

 UK Jewish International Film Festival – Glories Of Tango  
Psychiatrist, Ezequiel is perplexed by his patient, Fermin, who 
communicates only by quoting lyrics of tango songs. Researching 
his history, Ezequiel uncovers some dark secrets. He also falls in 
love with tango, and Eva, a tango instructor and Fermin’s 
granddaughter. Dir: Hernán Findling, Oliver Kolker, Argentina, 2014, 1 hr 

50mins, subtitles. Sunday  20/11/2016   3pm. Tickets : £7 / £6 conc. 

 

 

 
 

Café Scientifique – Ecology Trip to Kenya Cafe Sci Leeds aims to 
encourage understanding and debate about topical scientific 
research and issues in an informal setting. Speakers are invited to 
present a short talk which is then followed by questions and 
comments. Tuesday 22/11/2016 8pm Tickets : Hat Donations. 

 

Vanguard Readings Second launch for #2PoetryAnthology, a 
selection of work by people who have read at Vanguard Readings.  
Readers : Catherine Ayres, Ian Duhig, Keith Hutson, Pippa Little, p.a 
Morbid, Wendy Pratt and Judith Wilson. Thursday 7.30pm  24/11/2016 
Tickets :  Free event. 

 

 

 

Simon Mayor and Hilary James Popular, world-class duo brings a 
unique combination of Simon Mayor’s humour and virtuosity and 
Hilary James “honey dripping voice”. From folk to blues, Berlioz, 
classical mandolin show-stoppers, swing fiddle and a clutch of their 
own notorious comic songs, not to be missed. Friday  25/11/2016  8pm 

Tickets : £10 adv /£12 on the door. 

 

 

Prativa and Leeds Natyoshala - An Evening of Melody and Drama 
A musical programme presented by the students of Prativa a school 
of performing arts, of Indian classical and contemporary music plus 
a Bengali drama performed by Leeds Natyoshala.  Friday  26/11/2016  

5.30pm Tickets : £5 on the door. 

 
 Sunday Jazz - Josh Kemp Organ Quartet 

Expect laid back grooves and hard swinging Blue Note sounds from 
this quartet, featuring original material from their recently recorded 
album 'Rare Groove', and arrangements of standards. Sunday 
27/11/2016 1.30-4pm Tickets : £10 /£8 conc. Kids under 16 free. 

 

Café Psychologique – Srictly Come Café Chat and think over a 
drink. ‘Strictly Come Café : why people dance and how it affects us.’ 
Introduced by Dr Kay Radcliffe, Clinical Psychologist, plus special 
guest dancers. Hosted by Chris Powell, Group Analyst. Tuesday 

29/11/2016  8pm Tickets : £4 otd. 

 

Kill for a Seat Comedy – Alfie Moore and Danny Pensive  Alfie 
Moore, ‘His humble and polite approach breaks all policeman 
stereotypes, making him easy to relate to, and leaving the crowd 
wanting more’ Three Weeks. Danny Pensive, “Picks up OCDs like an 
aardvark picks up ants…went down a storm.” Worksop 
Guardian …plus special guests and your funny-making host, Patrick 
Devine. Wednesday 8pm  30/11/2016 Tickets : £11 /£9 conc. Doors 7.45pm   

 



 


